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Abstract

The interior of every compact contractible PL n�manifold �n � �� supports
a complete geodesic metric of strictly negative curvature� This provides a
new family of simple examples illustrating the negative answer to a question
of M � Gromov which asks whether metrically convex geodesic spaces which
are topological manifolds must be homeomorphic to Euclidean spaces� The
�rst examples verifying the negative answer to this question were given by
M� Davis and T� Januszkiewicz 	��
�

�� Introduction

One goal of Riemannian geometry is to use local information about
a manifold to make conclusions about its global structure� A prime
example is the classical Cartan�Hadamard Theorem which guarantees
that every complete simply connected Riemannian manifold with non�
positive sectional curvature at each point is di�eomorphic to Euclidean
space� The success of Riemannian geometry has inspired generalizations
of its de�nitions and methods to wider classes of spaces� One e�ort�
initiated by A� D� Aleksandrov �see ��	� �
	 and ��	� in the ����s� and
returned to prominence by M� Gromov in the ����s� uses properties
of triangles to extend the notion of curvature� ��X�� at a point x� to
�geodesic spaces�� These are metric spaces in which �as in complete
Riemannian manifolds�� the distance between two points can always be
realized by a geodesic arc between them� A result of this theory which
illustrates the extent to which it generalizes Riemannian geometry is
the following version of the Cartan�Hadamard Theorem� �See ���	 and
���	��
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Theorem ����Cartan�Hadamard�Alexandrov�� Let �Xd� be a com�
plete geodesic space and suppose that ��x� � � for all x � X� Then X

is metrically convex and hence� contractible�

This theorem will be discussed in more detail below�
The question of whether there is a full generalization of the Cartan�

Hadamard Theorem for geodesic spaces was posed by M � Gromov who
in ���	 asked�

Question ���� If X is a metrically convex geodesic space which is
a topological n�manifold� must X be homeomorphic to Rn�

A negative answer to Gromov�s question was recently given by Davis
and Januszkiewicz in ���	� where a method is described for constructing
counterexamples in dimensions � �� These examples are the universal
covers of manifolds produced by a complicated �hyperbolization� pro�
cess applied to a non�combinatorial triangulation of Sn� In this note we
add a large collection of simple examples to the list of �exotic� metri�
cally convex n�manifolds by proving�

Main Theorem� The interior of every compact contractible PL n�
manifold �n � �� supports a complete geodesic metric of strictly negative
curvature�

Note� The �PL� hypothesis is unnecessary except possibly when
n � �� Indeed� if Cn is a compact contractible n�manifold� then its
Kirby�Siebenmann invariant� which lies in H��Cn�Z�� vanishes� Conse�
quently� the results of ���	� which apply to manifolds with boundary of
dimension � �� imply that Cn admits a PL structure when n � �� How�
ever� there may exist non�triangulable compact contractible ��manifolds�
Indeed� if there is a non�triangulable homology ��sphere �� the existence
of which is not precluded by presently known results� then the cone on �
can be resolved �by ��	 or ���	� to obtain a non�triangulable compact con�
tractible ��manifold� So the �PL� hypothesis is possibly non�redundant
when n � ��

The proof of the Main Theorem employs a mixture of geometry and
topology � most notably geometric constructions by V� N� Berestovskii
��	� and topological results from ��	 which utilize a manifold recognition
theorem of R� D� Edwards ��
	� Paper ��	 provides a simple picture
of a compact contractible manifold which makes it possible to de�ne
explicitly a metric on its interior�

The authors wish to acknowledge Paul Thurston for several helpful
discussions while this work was being done� We also wish to thank V�
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N� Berestovskii and the referee for comments that led to a change in
the �nal form of the proof of the Main Theorem� We will discuss this
change further in Section ��

�� De�nitions

Here we de�ne and comment on various notions of curvature in met�
ric spaces� The reader is cautioned that these de�nitions are not all
standard� There are many instances in the literature where the same
term has been given di�erent meanings� other instances where a sin�
gle concept goes by several di�erent names� and still more cases where
di�erent but �for the most part� equivalent de�nitions have evolved for
the same core idea� Because of this� the terms and de�nitions we have
chosen sometimes di�er from those used in the original sources�

Throughout this paper all metric spaces are complete and locally
compact� An isometric map from an interval into a metric space �X� ��
is called a geodesic arc� A triangle in X consists of three points �called
vertices� together with three geodesic arcs �called edges� connecting
them� We say that �X� �� is a geodesic space if every pair of points in X
can be connected by a geodesic arc� If Y � X and if every geodesic arc
in X between points in Y is contained in Y � then we call Y a strongly
geodesic subspace of X � if this property holds locally� then Y is called
a locally strongly geodesic subspace� We say that �X� �� is metrically
convex if for any two geodesic arcs � � �a� b	� X and � � �c� d	� X � the
map � � �a� b	� �c� d	 � R de�ned by ��s� t� � ����s�� ��t�� is convex
�i�e�� ����� ��p� �q� � ��� ����p� � ���q� for all p� q � �a� b	� �c� d	
and � � � � ��� If this property holds locally� then �X� �� is said to be
locally metrically convex� Note that metrical convexity implies that the
geodesic arc joining two points is unique up to reparametrization of the
domain by translation�

For each K � R and each positive integer n� let Mn�K� denote
the �unique up to isometry� complete simply�connected Riemannian n�
manifold of constant sectional curvature K� and let �K denote the path
length distance function on Mn�K�� For example� M����� is the hy�
perbolic plane� M���� is the Euclidean plane R�� and M���� is the unit
sphere S� in R with the usual path length metric�

If T is a triangle in a geodesic space �X� �� and K � R� then a
comparison triangle for T in M��K� is a triangle in M��K� with edges
of the same length as the corresponding edges of T � It is easily seen that
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for any K � R� every triangle of perimeter � 
�	
p
K �where we de�ne


�	
p
K � � if K � �� in a geodesic space has a comparison triangle

in M��K�� Moreover� it is a standard fact that a comparison triangle
in M��K� is unique up to isometry of M��K��

Let K � R and let T be a triangle in the geodesic space �X� �� with
vertices A�B and C and perimeter � 
�	

p
K� We say that T satis�es

CAT�K� if for any P � fA�B�Cg and any Q � T� ��P�Q�� �K�P
�� Q��

where P � and Q� are the corresponding points on a comparison triangle
in M��K�� We say that X satis�es CAT�K� if every triangle in X
with perimeter � 
�	

p
K satis�es CAT�K�� If a point x of X has a

neighborhood in which every triangle with perimeter � 
�	
p
K satis�es

CAT�K�� we say that X satis�es CAT�K� at x� and write ��x� � K�
It ��x� � K for each x � X � we say that X satis�es CAT�K� locally�
we write ��X� � K and we also say that X has curvature � K� If
��X� � K � �� we say that X has strictly negative curvature or that X
is hyperbolic�

Remark� Our curvature criterion �the CAT�K� inequality� di�ers
from Aleksandrov�s original criterion� which we denote by CATA�K��
Roughly speaking� a triangle in a geodesic space satis�es CATA�K� if
the sum of its angle measures is less than the sum of the angles measures
of a comparison triangle in M��K�� Of course� one must de�ne an
appropriate notion of angle measure in a geodesic space before applying
this criterion� A development of this strategy is found in ��	� A similar
condition� also credited to Aleksandrov and referred to as �Criterion
A� in �
�	 again uses a type of angle measure in a geodesic space as its
curvature criterion�

Yet another curvature criterion� this one similar to the CAT�K� in�
equality� will be denoted CAT��K�� A triangle T in a geodesic space sat�
is�es CAT ��K� if for any two points P and Q on T� ��P�Q�� �K�P �� Q��
where P � and Q� are the corresponding points on a comparison triangle
in M��K��

Using any of the above de�nitions� one may de�ne the curvature of
a geodesic space to be � K at a point x provided x has a neighborhood
in which the chosen criterion is satis�ed by all triangles with perimeter
less that 
�	

p
K contained in that neighborhood� To see that these

competing de�nitions lead to equivalent results� consult Theorem � and
Remark � of �
�	 and Theorem ��
 and Remark ��� of ��	�
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�� Outline of the proof of the Main Theorem

The Main Theorem places a negative curvature metric on the interior
of every compact contractible PL manifold of dimension � �� Here we
outline the construction to motivate our later considerations�

Let O�W � denote the open cone of the topological space W � �A
precise de�nition is given in Section ��� Given a compact contractible
n�manifold Cn�n � ��� the main result of ��	 allows us to represent
int�Cn� as the union of three pieces� two open cones O�Q�� and O�Q���
and the product of an open cone O��� with ��� �	� �See Figures 
 and
� in Section ��� Here� Q�� Q� and � are simplicial complexes and � is
identi�ed with a subcomplex �i of Qi for i � �� �� �In fact� Qi is a
compact �n����manifold and �i is its boundary�� Moreover� as subsets
of int�Cn��O�Q�� and O�Q�� are disjoint� and for i � � or ��O�Qi�
intersects O���� ��� �	 in the set O��i� � O���� fig�

Let K � �� We will impose a CAT�K� structure on int�Cn� by
putting CAT�K� structures on the three pieces O�Q���O�Q�� and
O��� � ��� �	 so that for i � � or ��O��i� and O���� fig are isomet�
ric strongly geodesic subsets of O�Qi� and O��� � ��� �	� respectively�
Then the union of the CAT�K� structures on the three pieces yields a
CAT�K� structure on int�Cn�� The construction of CAT�K� metrics on
the three pieces is described in Section �� and exploits techniques devel�
oped by Berestovskii in ��	 and extended in ��	� These techniques �rst
allow us to put CAT��� structures on the simplicial complexes Q�� Q�

and � so that for i � � or �� �i is a strongly geodesic subset of Qi

which is isometric to �� The techniques then allow us to place CAT�K�
structures on the open cones O�Q���O�Q�� and O��� so that for i � �
or �� O��i� is a strongly geodesic subspace of O�Qi� which is isometric
to O���� It then remains to put a CAT�K� structure on O���� ��� �	 in
which O���� f�g and O���� f�g are strongly geodesic subspaces iso�
metric to O���� This is accomplished via Lemmas ��� and ���� The �rst
of these lemmas shows how to impose a CAT�K� structure on X �R�
given a CAT�K� structure on X � and the second lemma shows that if�
in addition� X is an open cone� then the CAT�K� structure on X � R
can be chosen so that each level X�ftg is a strongly geodesic subspace
isometric to X � These lemmas clearly solve the remaining problem of
putting the appropriate CAT�K� structure on O��� � ��� �	� �nishing
the argument�

In an earlier version of this paper� Lemmas ��� and ��� were only
conjectured� and a more ad hoc method was used to put a CAT�K�
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structure on O��� � ��� �	� In particular� it was noted that results of
Berestovskii impose a CAT�K� structure on O�S���� where S��� de�
notes the suspension of �� and it was observed that O���� ��� �	 embeds
naturally in O�S���� so that for each t � ��� �	�O����ftg embeds onto
a strongly geodesic subspace which is isometric to O���� In response
to the referees encouragement and a communication from Berestovskii�
we found proofs of these lemmas and substituted them for the ad hoc
argument�

�� Elementary properties of the spaces Mn�K�

Here we record some simple properties of the spaces Mn�K� which
we will use below�

If K �� � and 
 � K	jKj� then Mn�K� and Mn�
� are closely
related by the following observation� If M is a Riemannian manifold
and c � �� then multiplying M �s Riemannian metric by �	c has the
e�ect of multiplying M �s sectional curvature operator by c� This is
easily veri�ed directly from the de�nitions of the curvature and sectional
curvature operators� Consequently� the identity map from M with the
original Riemannian metric to M with �	c times the original metric is
an angle preserving �i�e�� conformal� di�eomorphism which multiplies
distance by �	

p
c� So if K �� �� 
 � K	jKj and k �

pjKj� then we can
regard Mn�
� and Mn�K� as having the same underlying manifold and
the same angle measures� and if two points are at distance d in Mn�
��
then they are at distance d	k in Mn�K��

Let K � �� set k �
p
jKj� and let T be a triangle in Mn�K� with

sides of lengths a� b and c and angles of measures �� � and � where side a
is opposite angle �� side b is opposite angle �� and side c is opposite angle
�� If K � ��� then Mn�K� is hyperbolic n�space and the hyperbolic
sine and cosine laws are�

sin���

sinh�a�
�

sin���

sinh�b�
�

sin���

sinh�c�

and

cosh�c� � cosh�a� cosh�b�� sinh�a� sinh�b� cos����

�See �� p� 
��	�� In general� if K � �� then when viewed in Mn����� T
has the same angle measures �� � and �� and has sides of length ka� kb

and kc� So the hyperbolic sine and cosine laws yield the equations�
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sin���

sinh�ka�
�

sin���

sinh�kb�
�

sin���

sinh�kc�

and

cosh�kc� � cosh�ka� cosh�kb�� sinh�ka� sinh�kb� cos����

These equations may be regarded as the sine and cosine laws forMn�K��

Next we introduce rectangular coordinates on M��K� when K � ��
We describe two inequivalent ways to do this� and we �nd transforma�
tion formulas relating the two� Let K � � and set k �

pjKj� Choose a
point O � M��K�� and choose geodesic lines  and � in M��K� which
intersect orthogonally at O� Think of O as the origin and  and � as the
X� and Y �axes� Choose isometrics x 	� Ax � R�  and y 	� By � R� �
such that A� � B� � O� For each x � R� let �x denote the geodesic
line in M��K� through Ax orthogonal to � Also for each y � R� let y
denote the geodesic line in M��K� through By orthogonal to �� Then
�� � � and � � � and both f�x � x � Rg and fy � y � Rg �berM��K��
For each x � R� let y 	� Ay

x � R� �x be the unique isometry such that
A�
x � Ax and A�

x and B� lie in the same component of M��K� �  �
For each y � R� let x 	� By

x � R� y be the unique isometry such that
By
� � By and By

� and A� lie in the same component ofM��K���� Then
M��K� � fAy

x � x� y � Rg � fBy
x � x� y � Rg� and we regard the func�

tions �x� y� 	� Ay
x � R�R�M��K� and �x� y� 	� By

x � R�R�M��K�
as two ways to assign rectangular coordinates to the points of M��K��
Since in general Ay

x �� By
x for x� y � R� these two ways are inequivalent�

Let M��K�� denote the �right half space� of M��K�� i�e�� set
M��K�� � fAt

s � s � � and t � Rg� fBt
s � s � � and t � Rg�

Consider a point P in M��K�� Then there are rectangular coor�

dinates �x�� y�� and �x� y� � R� R such that Ay�

x� � By
x � P � �See

Figure ��� We assert that �x�� y�� and �x� y� are related by the following
transformation formulas�

���

����������
���������

x �
�

k
sinh���sinh�kx�� cosh�ky���

y �
�

k
tanh��

�
tanh�ky��

cosh�kx��

�

x� �
�

k
tanh��

�
tanh�kx�

cosh�ky�

�
y� �

�

k
sinh���sinh�ky� cosh�kx��

����������
���������
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x

x’ Ax’

y

P

� 

y�

�

�

By

Figure �

To prove these formulas� set r � �K�O� P � and let � denote the angle
ByOP � �See Figure ��� We apply the hyperbolic sine and cosine laws
in the triangles OAx�P and OByP to obtain the equations

�
a�
sinh�kx�

sin �
�
sinh�kr�

�
�

sinh�ky��

sin
	
�
� � �


 �

�
b� cosh�kr� cosh�kx� cosh�ky��

�
c� cosh�kr� cosh�kx�� cosh�ky���

�
d� cosh�kx� � cosh�ky� cosh�kr�� sinh�ky� sinh�kr� cos��

�
e� cosh�ky�� � cosh�kx�� cosh�kr�� sinh�kx�� sinh�kr� cos
��


� �
�
�

Equations �
a� imply

��a� sinh�kx� � sinh�kr� cos
��


� �
�
�

��b� sinh�ky�� � sinh�kr� cos��

Equations �
b� and �
c� imply

��� cosh�kx� cosh�ky� � cosh�kx�� cosh�ky���
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Substituting �
c� and ��a� in �
e� yields

cosh�ky�� � cosh��kx�� cosh�ky��� sinh�kx�� sinh�kx��

Solving this equation for sinh�kx� and using the identity cosh��kx���
sinh��kx�� � � gives us

��� sinh�kx� � sinh�kx�� cosh�ky���

Similarly� substituting �
b� and ��b� in �
d� and solving for sinh�ky��
yield

��� sinh�ky�� � sinh�ky� cosh�kx�

Using equations ��� and ���� we obtain

tanh�ky� �
sinh�ky�

cosh�ky�
�

sinh�ky��

cosh�kx� cosh�ky�
�

sinh�ky��

cosh�kx�� cosh�ky��
�

Hence�

��� tanh�ky� �
tanh�ky��

cosh�kx��
�

A similar application of equations ��� and ��� gives

��� tanh�kx�� �
tanh�kx�

cosh�ky�
�

The transformation formulas ��� now follow from equations ���� ����
��� and ����

�� Curvature� metric convexity and contractibility

In this section we brie�y discuss some connections between curva�
ture� metric convexity and contractibility� This will allow us to outline
a proof of the Cartan�Hadamard�Aleksandrov Theorem� and to see the
link between this result and Question ��
�

Let K � � and suppose X is a simply connected geodesic space such
that ��X� � K� Then X satis�es CAT�K� by Theorems � and �� of ��	�
It follows thatX is metrically convex by Proposition 
 of �
�	� It is then
easy to prove the contractibility of X � Fix a point x� � X and simply
�slide� any other point of X toward x� along the �unique� geodesic arc
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joining the two points� The metric convexity of X guarantees that this
process is well de�ned and continuous�

We conclude that if X is simply connected and ��X� � �� then X

is contractible� This is the Cartan�Hadamard�Aleksandrov Theorem�

We also see that for K � �� a contractible manifold of curvature
� K which is not homeomorphic to Rn provides a negative answer to
Gromov�s question which satis�es CAT�K��

�� Open cones and products

Here we describe methods for putting geometric structures on open
cones and products of open cones with intervals� Such spaces are crucial
to the proof of the Main Theorem because� as was explained earlier� the
interior of every compact contractible manifold can be assembled from
such pieces�

First we state a fundamental theorem of Berestovskii which puts
a CAT��� structure on every �nite simplicial complex� This result is
the ultimate source of all geometry imposed on spaces in this paper�
Because it limits us to triangulated spaces� it also accounts for the
�PL� hypothesis in the Main Theorem� Indeed� if a result compara�
ble to Berestovskii�s were known for all compact topological manifolds
�including the non�triangulable ones�� then the Main Theorem with�
out the �PL� hypothesis would follow by a trivial modi�cation of the
present proof�

Berestovskii�s theorem even imposes CAT��� structures on non�con�
nected simplicial complexes� Since such objects cannot possibly be
geodesic spaces� we require a notion which generalizes CAT�K� to non�
connected spaces� To this end� for K � �� de�ne a metric space �W� d�
to be a K�domain if it satis�es the following�

�a� if d�w�w�� � �	
p
K� then w and w� can be joined by a geodesic

in W �

�b� triangles in W with perimeter less than 
�	
p
K satisfy CAT�K��

Note that a K�domain need not be connected� and� thus� may not
be a geodesic space�

If  is a simplicial complex� let j j denote its underlying polyhedron�
By a K domain metric on a simplicial complex  we mean a metric d
on j j such that for every subcomplex ! of  �including ! �  �� the
restriction of d to j!j makes j!j into a K domain� In ��	� Berestovskii
showed that each �nite dimensional simplex �regarded as the simpli�
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cial complex determined by its faces� admits a ��domain metric� �See
Lemma 
 of ��	�� Since every �nite simplicial complex  can be embed�
ded in a simplex � of su"ciently high dimension so that  and all its
subcomplexes are subcomplexes of �� we have the following version of
Berestovskii�s theorem�

Lemma ���� Every �nite simplicial complex  admits a ��domain
metric� �Hence� the polyhedron underlying every subcomplex of  be�
comes a ��domain under this metric��

As we mentioned above� we could remove the �PL� hypothesis from
the statement of the Main Theorem if we knew a version of Lemma
��� for compact topological manifolds� In particular� it would su"ce to
establish the following assertion� Given a �possibly non�triangulable�
compact topological n�manifold W without boundary and a compact
�n����dimensional submanifold V ofW without boundary such that V
separates W and V is collared in W �i�e�� there is a topological embed�
ding of V �R into W which sends V f�g onto V �� then there is a metric
d on W which makes W a ��domain and such that the restriction of d
to V makes V a ��domain�

Since open cones are contractible� it is consistent with Theorem ���
that they admit CAT�K� metrics for K � �� Moreover� since an open
cone has such a simple structure� one can hope to de�ne a CAT�K�
metric on it by an explicit formula� Indeed� one of the virtues of ��
domains is that the open cone over a ��domain admits an explicitly
de�ned CAT�K� metric� The formula for this metric is based on the
cosine law for Mn�K�� The idea for de�ning a metric on a cone via a
cosine law originates in ��	 and is more fully elaborated in ��	� We will
outline the essential points�

If W is a topological space� the open cone over W is the quotient
space O�W � � �W � ������	�W � f�g�� The vertex of O�W � is the
point of O�W � which is the image of W � f�g under the quotient map
W � ����� � O�W �� The space W is called the base of O�W �� For
�w� r� � W � ������ we let rw denote the point of O�W � which is the
image of �w� r� under the quotient map W � ������ O�W �� Thus� for
each w � W� �w denotes the vertex of O�W ��

Let �W� d� be a metric space� De�ne the metric � on W by the
formula ��w�w�� � minfd�w�w��� �g� Then � is equivalent to d� Let
K � �� and set k �

p
jKj� De�ne the K cosine law metric on O�W � to
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be the function �K � O�W �� O�W �� ����� de�ned by the formula

�K�r�w�� r�w�� � ��	k� cosh��
�
cosh�kr�� cosh�kr��

� sinh�kr�� sinh�kr�� cos���w�� w���
�
�

Clearly� this formula is motivated by the cosine law in Mn�K�� In fact�
Mn�K� is isometric to �O�Sn���� �K��

Lemma ��� ���� p���	�� Let �W� d� be a metric space� K � �� and
set k �

p
jKj� Then the K cosine law metric �K is indeed a metric on

O�W �� �K is a complete metric on O�W � if and only if d is a complete
metric on W � Furthermore� �O�W �� �K� is a geodesic space satisfying
CAT�K� if and only if �W� d� is a ��domain�

Corollary ���� Let d be a ��domain metric on a �nite simplicial
complex  � Let K � � and let �K be the K cosine law metric on O�j j��
Let ! be any subcomplex of  � Then �K restricts to the K cosine law
metric on O�j!j�� and O�j!j� is a strongly geodesic subspace of O�j j��

Proof� It is obvious from the formula for �K that �K restricts to
the K cosine law metric on O�j!j�� To prove that O�j!j� is a strongly
geodesic subspace of O�j j� �rst note that O�j!j� with the restricted
metric is itself a geodesic space� Since O�j j� is CAT�K�� it is metrically
convex� �See Proposition 
 of �
�	�� Hence� geodesics in O�j j� between
points of O�j!j� are unique� It follows that O�j!j� is a strongly geodesic
subspace of O�j j� q�e�d�

As stated above� we �nd it necessary to put metrics of negative cur�
vature not only on open cones� but also on the products of certain open
cones with the interval ��� �	� Moreover�we need to do this in such away
that the ���level� and the ���level� are strongly geodesic subspaces�
each isometric to the original open cone� This task splits naturally into
two steps� the �rst of which is interesting in its own right� In the �rst
step� Lemma ���� we show how to put a negatively curved metric on
X �R given a negatively curved metric on X � �The �warped product�
construction of ��	 accomplishes a similar objective for negatively curved
Riemannian manfolds by unrelated methods�� Second� in Lemma ����
under the additional hypothesis that X is an open cone� we modify the
metric on X�R so that each level X�ftg is a totally geodesic subspace
isometric to X � We remark that we do not know how to make the levels
X � ftg totally geodesic without the additional hypothesis that X is
an open cone� Indeed� we conjecture that� with no assumptions on X
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beyond negative curvature� it is impossible to put a negatively curved
metric on X �R so that the levels are totally geodesic�

Lemma ���� Suppose �X� �� is a metric space and K � � such that
�X� �� satis�es CAT�K�� Then there is a metric � on X � R with the
following properties�

a� If � is a complete metric on X� then � is a complete metric on
X �R�

b� �X �R� �� is a geodesic space satisfying CAT�K��

c� x 	� �x� �� � �X� ��� �X �R� �� is an isometric embedding onto
a strongly geodesic subspace�

d� For each x � X� t 	� �x� t� � R � �X � R� �� is an isometric
embedding onto a strongly geodesic subspace�

e� If Y is a strongly geodesic subspace of X� then Y �R is a strongly
geodesic subspace of X �R�

f � If Y is a strongly geodesic subspace of X� then the restriction of
� to Y �R is completely determined by the restriction of a to Y �

Proof� First we give a geometric description of how to compute � �
Then we give an explicit formula� Let �x� s�� �y� t� � X � R�
���x� s�� �y� t�� is evaluated by the following procedure� Construct a
geodesic quadrilateral PQQ�P � inM��K� such that PQ is perpendicular
to PP � and QQ�� �K�P�Q� � ��X� Y �� �K�P� P

�� � jsj� �K�Q�Q�� � jtj�
and Q and Q� are on the same �opposite� side of PP � if s and t have
the same �opposite� sign� �See Figure 
�� �This description determines
PQQ�P � uniquely up to isometry in M��K��� Call PQQ�P � a reference
quadrilateral for �x� s�� �y� t�� Then set ���x� s�� �y� t�� � �K�P �� Q���

Let k �
p
jKj� We now verify that r is determined by the following

formula�

���x� s�� �y� t��

� ��	k� cosh��
�
cosh�ks� cosh�kt� cosh�k��x� y��� sinh�ks� sinh�kt�

�
for �x� s�� �y� t�� X �R� Abbreviate ��x� y� to � and ���x� s�� �y� t�� to
� � set � � �K�P�Q

��� and let � denote the angle at P in the triangle
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PP �Q�� Then from the hyperbolic cosine law in the triangle PP �Q�� we
obtain

cosh�k�� � cosh�kjsj� cosh�k��� sinh�kjsj� sinh�k�� cos����

From the hyperbolic cosine and sine laws in the triangle PQQ�� we
obtain

cosh�k�� � cosh�kjtj� cosh�k��
and

sinh�k��

�
�

sinh�kjtj�
sin�
���	
�� ���

�

the sign depending on whether s and t have the same or opposite sign�
Thus�

sinh�k�� cos��� � 
 sinh�kjtj��
Substituting the expressions for cosh�k�� and sinh�k�� cos��� in the
equation for cosh�k��� removing absolute value operators� applying
cosh�� and dividing by k on both sides of the equation yields the desired
formula�

Q�

Q

P �

P ��x� y�

P Q

P �

Q�

��x� y�

���x� s�� �y� t��

s and t have same sign s and t have opposite sign

j s j j s jj t j

j t j

���x� s�� �y� t��

Figure �

Suppose that PQQ�P � is a quadrilateral in M��K� such that PQ
is perpendicular to PP � and QQ�� Call PQ the base� PP � and QQ�

the sides� and P �Q� the top of this quadrilateral� We observe that the
preceding remarks give us a formula for the length of the top of PQQ�P �

in terms of the lengths of its base and sides� Speci�cally� if we set
� � �K�P�Q�� s � �K�P� P ��� t � �K�O�Q��� and � � �K�P �� Q��� then
we have shown that

� � ��	k� cosh��
�
cosh�ks� cosh�kt� cosh�k��� sinh�ks� sinh�kt�

�
�
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We must establish that � is a metric onX�R� which makes it a CAT�K�
geodesic space� For this purpose it is convenient to introduce �coordi�
nates� on M�K�� To this end let M� be a 
�dimensional submanifold
of M�K� that is isometric to M��K�� For each x � M�� let �x de�
note the geodesic line in M�K� through x orthogonal to M�� Then
f�x � x � M�g �bers M�K�� �This is easily visualized in the Poincar#e
ball model O of M�K� by thinking of M� as the intersection of the
XY �plane with O� Then the geodesics f�x � x � M�g are simply the
intersection of O with circles that are centered in the XY �plane and
orthogonal to the XY �plane and to �O�� Call one of the two compo�
nents ofM�K��M� positive and the other negative� For each x �M��
let t 	� Ct

x � R � �x be the unique isometry such that C�
x � x and

for t � �� Ct
x lies in the positive component of M�K� � M�� Now

�x� t� 	� Ct
x � M� � R� M�K� is a bijection which �assigns coordi�

nates� to the points of M�K��
One further bit of notation� if S � M�� set V �S� � �x�S�x� Hence�

if � is a geodesic line in M�� then V ��� is an isometric copy of M��K��
�Again this is easy to see in O with M� identi�ed with the intersection
of the XY �plane and O� � can be assumed to be the intersection of the
X�axis and O� This identi�es V ��� with the intersection of the XZ�
plane and O which is clearly isometric to M��K��� Furthermore� if �
is a geodesic arc joining two points x and y of �� then V ��� is a convex
subset of V ��� and� hence� of M�K�� Indeed� V ��� is the intersection
of two closed half�spaces of V ��� determined by �x and �y � Here� when
we say that a set is �convex�� we mean that whenever it contains two
points� it contains the geodesic arc joining them�

We now make an observation which will be used several times be�
low� Suppose �x� s�� �y� t� � X�Rand x�� y� �M� such that �K�x

�� y�� �
��x� y�� x�� � CS

x� and y�� � Ct
y� � Then x�y�y��x�� is a reference quadri�

lateral for �x� s�� �y� t� and� therefore� ���x� s�� �y� t�� � �K�x
��� y���� To

justify this observation� note that if � is the geodesic line in M� that
passes through x� and y�� then the quadrilateral x�y�y��x�� lies in V ����
Also note that �K�x

�� y�� � ��x� y�� �K�x
�� x��� � jrj� �K�y�� y��� � jsj�

and x�� and y�� lie on the same side of � in V ��� if and only if they lie
on the same side of M� in M�K� if and only if r and s have the same
sign�

We now verify that � is a metric on X�R� Only the triangle inequal�
ity is not obvious� Let �x� r�� �y� s� and �z� t� � X�R� Let T� denote the
geodesic triangle with vertices x� y and z in X � and let T �� denote a com�
parison triangle with vertices x�� y� and z� in M�� Set x

�� � Cr
x� � y

�� � Cs
y�
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and z�� � Ct
z� � Now� as we observed above� x�y�y��x�� is a reference

quadrilateral for �x� r�� �y� s�� x�z�z��x�� is a reference quadrilateral for
�x� r�� �z� t�� and z�y�y��z�� is a reference quadrilateral for �z� t�� �x� r��
Hence� ���x� r�� �y� s�� � �K�x

��� y���� ���y� s�� �z� t�� � �K�y
��� z��� and

���x� r�� �z� t�� � �K�x
��� z���� Now it is clear that since the metric �K

satis�es the triangle inequality� then so does � �
We must also verify that � induces the product topology on

X �R� it is clear from the formula for � that if the sequence f�xi� si�g
converges to the point �y� t� in X �R with the product topology� then
���xi� si�� �y� t��� � as i � �� We must prove the converse� For that
purpose we exploit the identity

cosh�a� b� � cosh�a� cosh�b�� sinh�a� sinh�b�

to rewrite the formula for � as

���x� s�� �y� t�� � ��	k� cosh��
	
cosh�ks� cosh�kt��cosh�k��x� y��� ��

� cosh�k�s� t��



Also recall that cosh��� � � and cosh�t� � � if t �� �� It follows that if
���xi� si�� �y� t��� � as i�� then

cosh�ksi� cosh�kt��cosh�k��xi� y��� �� � cosh�k�si � t��� ��

Hence� �cosh�k��xi� y��� ��� � and cosh�k�si � t��� �� This implies
that fxig converges to y in X and fsig converges to t in R� So f�xi� si�g
converges to �y� t� in X �R with the product topology�

By an argument very similar to the one just presented� it can be
proved that if f�xi� si�g is a Cauchy sequence in �X �R� T��� then fxig
and fsjg are Cauchy sequences in �X� �� and R� respectively� It follows
that if a is a complete metric on X � then � is a complete metric on
X �R�

Next we argue that �X � R� �� is a geodesic space� Let �x� s� and
�y� t� � X �R� Choose x�� y� � M� so that �K�x�� y�� � ��x� y�� Let �
denote the geodesic arc in X joining x to y� let �� denote the geodesic
arc inM� joining x� to y�� and let f � �� �� denote the unique isometry
such that f�x� � x� and f�y� � y�� We de�ne an isometry g � � �R�
V ���� by g�z� u� � Cu

f�z�� Clearly g is a bijection� To prove that g is an

isometry� let �z� u�� �w� v� � ��R� Set z� � f�z�� w� � f�w�� z�� � g�z� u�
and w�� � g�w� v�� Then� as observed above� z�w�w��z�� is a reference
quadrilateral for �z� u�� �w� v�� Hence� ���z� u�� �w� v�� � �K�z

��� w��� �
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�K�g�z� u�� g�w� v��� proving g is an isometry� Since V ���� is a convex
subset of M�K�� the geodesic arc � in M�K� joining g�x� s� to g�y� t�
lies in V ����� Since g is an isometry� g�� � � is a geodesic arc in X �R
joining �x� s� to �y� t��

To prove that �X � R� �� satis�es CAT�K�� we will �rst establish
that the geodesic joining two points of X � R is unique� To this end
let �x� r� and �y� s� � X � R and let � denote the geodesic arc in X

joining x to y� According to the previous paragraph� � � R is iso�
metric to a convex subset of M�K�� Since two points in a convex
subset of M�K� are joined by a unique geodesic within the convex set�
we conclude that there is exactly one geodesic in � � R joining �x� r�
to �y� s�� We must eliminate the possibility of a second geodesic in
X �R which joins �x� r� to �y� s� but which does not lie in � �R� For
that purpose� consider a point �z� t� � �X � ���R� We will prove that
���x� r�� �z� t������z� t�� �y� s��� ���x� r�� �y� s��� It will then follow that
no geodesic joining �x� r� to �y� s� can pass through �z� t�� Let T� denote
the geodesic triangle with vertices x� y and z in X � and let T �� denote
a comparison triangle with vertices x�� y� and z� in M�� Then � is the
edge of T� joining x to y� Let �� denote the edge of T �� joining x� to
y�� Since X is CAT�K�� it is metrically convex �by Proposition 
 of
�
�	�� so that points in X are joined by unique geodesics� Since z ���� it
follows that no geodesic joining x to y in X passes through z� Hence�
��x� z� � ��z� y� � ��x� y�� Therefore�

�K�x
�� z�� � �K�z

�� y�� � �K�x
�� y���

Consequently� z� ����� Now set x�� � Cr
x� � y

�� � Cs
y� and z�� � Ct

z� �
Then� as we observed above� x�y�y��x�� is a reference quadrilateral for
�x� r�� �y� s�� x�z�z��x�� is a reference quadrilateral for �x� r�� �z� t�� and
z�y�y��z�� is a reference quadrilateral for �z� t�� �x� r�� Hence�

���x� r�� �y� s�� � �K�x
��� y���� ���y� s�� �z� t�� � �K�y

��� z����

and ���x� r�� �z� t�� � �K�x��� z���� Let ��� denote the geodesic arc in
M�K� which joins x�� to y��� Since V ���� is a convex subset of M�K�
and x��� y�� � V ����� we have ��� � V ����� Since z�� � �z� and z� ����� it
follows that z�� ��V ����� so that z�� ������ Since points inM�K� are joined
by unique geodesics� �K�x��� z��� � �K�z��� Y y� � �K�x��� z���� Therefore�
���x� r�� �z� t��� ���z� t�� �y� s��� ���x� r�� �y� s��� and we conclude that
�z� t� does not lie on any geodesic in X �R which joins �x� r� to �y� s��
Consequently� any geodesic in X�Rwhich joins �x� r� to �y� s� must lie
in � �R and is� therefore� unique�
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We now prove that �X � R� �� satis�es CAT�K�� Let �x� r�� �y� s�
and �z� t� � X � R� and let T be the geodesic triangle with vertices
�x� r�� �y� s� and �z� t� in X � R� Let T� be the geodesic triangle with
vertices x� y and z inX � and let T �� be a comparison triangle with vertices
x�� y� and z� inM�� As before� set x

�� � Cr
x� � y

�� � Cs
y� and z

�� � Ct
z� � Then

x�y�y��x�� is a reference quadrilateral for �x� r�� �y� s�� x�z�z��x�� is a refer�
ence quadrilateral for �x� r�� �z� t�� and z�y�y��z�� is a reference quadrilat�
eral for �z� t�� �x� r�� and ���x� r�� �y� s�� � �K�x

��� y���� ���y� s�� �z� t�� �
�K�y

��� z��� and ���x� r�� �z� t�� � �K�x
��� z���� Let T � denote the geodesic

triangle in M�K� with vertices x��� y�� and z��� The three points x��� y��

and z�� lie in a 
�dimensional submanifold of M�K� which is isomet�
ric to M��K�� and this submanifold also contains the geodesic triangle
T �� So T � is a comparison triangle for T � Let �w� u� be a point on the
edge � of T opposite �x� r�� and let w�� be the corresponding point on
the edge �� of T � opposite x��� �See Figure ��� We must prove that
���x� r�� �w�u��� �K�x��� w���� Let �� be the edge of T� opposite x� and
let ��� denote the edge of T

�
� opposite x�� We previously showed that

there is an isometry g � �� � R� V ����� such that v 	� g�v� �� is an
isometry from �� to ���� g�y� �� � y�� g�z� �� � z�� and g�p� v� � Cv

g�p���

for �p� v� � �� �R� Set w� � g�w� ��� then w� is the point on ��� which
corresponds to the point w on ��� Since X satis�es CAT�K� and T ��
is a comparison triangle for T�� ��x� w� � �K�x

�� w��� Since V ����� is a
convex subset of M�K� that contains g�y� s� � y�� and g�z� t� � z��� we
have �� � V ������ Hence� g

������ is a geodesic in X�R joining �y� s� to
�z� t�� Since such geodesics are unique� g������ � �� So g��� � ��� which
implies that g�w� u� � w��� Thus� w�� � Cu

w�� and therefore w�� � �w� �
Let � denote the geodesic line in M� passing through x� and w�� Since
x�� � �x� � x

�w�w��x�� is a quadrilateral in V ��� such that x�w� is per�
pendicular to x�x�� and w�w��� Also �K�x

�� x��� � �K�C
�
x� � C

r
x�� � r and

�K�w�� w��� � �K�C�
w� � Cu

w�� � u� Using our formula for the length of the
�top� of such a quadrilateral� we have

�K�x
��� w��� � ��	k� cosh��

	
cosh�kr� cosh�ku� cosh�k�K�x

�� w���

� sinh�kr� sinh�ku�


�

On the other hand� our formula for the metric � gives�

���x� r�� �w� u�� � ��	k� cosh��
	
cosh�kr� cosh�ku� cosh�k��x� w��

� sinh�kr� sinh�ku�


�

As ��x� w� � �K�x
�� w�� and the hyperbolic cosine function is strictly
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increasing on ������ we conclude that ���x� r�� �w� u�� � �K�x
��� w����

Thus� �X �R� �� satis�es CAT�K��

�y� s�

�x� r�

�x� ��

InX �R

x��

y��

w��

z��

x�

y�

z�

w�

InM�K�

�z� t�

�z� ��

�w� u�

�w� ��

Figure �

It is clear from the formula for r that the functions

x 	� �x� �� � �X� ��� �X �R� ��

and t 	� �x� t� � R� X�R �for �xed x � X� are isometric embeddings�
Moreover� since the domains of these isometric embeddings are geodesic
spaces� and since the geodesic joining a pair of points in �X �R� �� is
unique� the images of these isometric embeddings are strongly geodesic
subspaces of X �R�

Suppose Y is a strongly geodesic subspace of X � Let �x� s� and
�y� t� � Y �R� Then x and y are joined by a unique geodesic �� in Y �
Our earlier argument showed that there is a unique geodesic � in X�R
joining �x� s� to �y� t� and � � �� �R� Hence� � � Y � R� It follows
that Y �R is a strongly geodesic subspace of X �R�

Finally� conclusion f� of this lemma is an immediate consequence of
the formula for � � q�e�d�

Lemma ���� Let K � �� and suppose X is an open cone and a is
a K cosine law metric on X such that �X� �� satis�es CAT�K�� Then
there is a metric �� on X �R with the following properties�

a� �X �R� ��� is a geodesic space satisfying CAT�K��
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b� If a is a complete metric on X� then �� is a complete metric on
X �R�

c� For each t � R� x 	� �x� t� � �X� ��� �X �R� ��� is an isometric
embedding onto a strongly geodesic subspace�

d� If v is the vertex of the open cone X� then

t 	� �v� t� � R� �X �R� ���

is an isometric embedding onto a strongly geodesic subspace�

Proof� We assign X�R the metric � constructed in Lemma ���� We
will construct a homeomorphism h � X�R� X �Rwith the following
properties�

a� For each t � R� x 	� h�x� t� � �X� ��� �X �R� �� is an isometric
embedding onto a strongly geodesic subspace of X �R�

b� If v is the vertex of X � then t 	� h�v� t� � R� �X � R� �� is an
isometric embedding onto a strongly geodesic subspace of X �R�

Given h� it is clear that a metric �� on X � R which satis�es the
conclusions of Lemma ��� is de�ned by the formula ����x� s�� �y� t�� �
��h�x� s�� h�y� t���

First we give a geometric description of h� Then we will exhibit
formulas for h and h�� which make their continuity clear�

Suppose X is the open cone on the space W � X � O�W �� For each
w � W � let Rw � fsw � s � �g� i�e�� Rw is the ray in X generated by
w� Recall that the notation M��K�� � fAt

s � s � � and t � Rg� fBt
s �

s � � and t � Rg was introducted in Section �� For each w �W� de�ne
bijections fw � Rw � R � M��K�� and gw � Rw � R � M��K��

by fw�sw� t� � At
s and gw�sw� t� � Bt

s� Then de�ne the bijection
h � X �R� X �R by hjRw �R� f��w � gw for each w �W �

Here is the idea behind the de�nition of h� Fix t � R� Our aim is
to make x 	� �x� t� � �X� ��� �X �R� �� an isometric embedding� For
a �xed w � W � this goal entails that s 	� �sw� t� � ����� � Rw � R
be an isometric embedding� From the de�nition of the metric � in
Lemma ��� it is easily seen that fw � �Rw � R� �� � �M��K��� �K� is
an isometry� Unfortunately� s 	� fw�sw� t� � At

s � ������ M��K�� is
not an isometric embedding� �Indeed� fw�Rw � ftg� is not a geodesic
ray in M��K���� We conclude that s 	� �sw� t� � ����� � Rw � R is
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not an isometric embedding� So our aim is initially frustrated� On the
other hand� s 	� gw�sw� t� � Bt

s � ����� � M��K�� is an isometric
embedding� and gw�Rw�ftg� is a geodesic ray inM��K��� �See Figure
��� Thus� s 	� f��w � gw�sw� t� � ����� � Rw � R is an isometric
embedding� and f��w � gw�Rw � ftg� is a geodesic ray in Rw �R� This
suggests the above de�nition of h�

0

�



gw�Rw � ftg�

fw�Rw � ftg�
view in

the Poincar#e

disk model

M��K��

Figure �

To discover a formula for h� we note the de�nition of h implies that
h�sw� t� � �s�w� t�� if and only if Bt

s � At�

s� � It then follows from the
transformation formulas ��� in Section � that

hsw� t� �

��
�

k
tanh��

�
tanhks�

coshkt�

��
w�

�

k
sinh��sinhkt� coshks��

�

and

h
��s�w�t�� �

��
�

k
sinh��sinhks�� coshkt���

�
w�

�

k
tanh��

�
tanhkt��

coshks��

��
�

It is clear from these formulas that h and h�� are continuous� Thus� h
is a homeomorphism�

Let t � R� We will now prove that x 	� h�x� t� � X � X � R is
an isometric embedding� Let w�� w� � W and s�� s� � ������ We must
show that

��h�s�w�� t�� h�s�w�� t�� � ��s�w�� s�w���

We could do this by a computation involving the formulas of �� h and �
and some hyperbolic trigonometric identities� Instead� we choose to give
a geometric argument in which we construct a reference quadrilateral
for h�s�w�� t�� h�s�w�� t� in which the �top� has length ��s�w�� s�w���

Recall that � is a K cosine law metric on X � Hence� there is a
metric d on W such that if we set � � minfd�w�� w��� �g� then for any
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s��� s
�
� � ������

��s��w�� s
�
�w��

� ��	k� cosh��
	
cosh�ks��� cosh�ks

�
��� sinh�ks��� sinh�ks

�
�� cos���



�

Let M� be a 
�dimensional submanifold of M
�K� that is isometric

to M��K�� Choose a point Z of M�� and let � be the geodesic line
in M�K� passing through Z orthogonal to M�� Choose a point B �
� such that �K�Z�B� � jtj� Let �� and �� be geodesic rays in M�

emanating from Z so that the angle between them has measure �� For
the moment� let i � � or 
� Let Hi denote the union of all the geodesic
lines in M�K� that pass through points of �i and are orthogonal to
M�� Then Hi is isometric to M��K��� �Hi � � and there is a unique
isometry ei � M��K�� � Hi such that ei�O� � Z and ei�Bt� � B�
�Here we are again using the notation established in Section ��� Thus
ei�  M��K��� � �i� There is a unique geodesic ray in Hi which
emanates from B and is orthogonal to �� let Pi denote the point on
this ray such that �K�B� Pi� � si� �Then� Pi is the point in Hi such
that �K�B� Pi� � si and the geodesic joining B to Pi is orthogonal to
��� Because of the way Hi is de�ned� it contains a unique geodesic
line that passes through Pi and is orthogonal to M�� let Ai denote
the point where this line passes through M�� Since Hi  M� � �i�
Ai � �i� �Thus� Ai is the point on �i such that the geodesic joining Ai

to Pi is orthogonal to M��� Set s�i � �K�Z�Ai� and t�i � 
�K�Ai� Pi�
so that t and t�i have the same sign� �See Figure ��� It follows that

ei � gwi
�siwi� y� � ei�Bt

si� � Pi � ei�A
t�
i

s�
i

� � ei � fwi
�s�iwi� t

�
i�� Hence�

h�siwi� t� � �s�iwi� t
�
i��

s2’

t1’

t2’

�

�

x�

x�

A�

A�

P�

P�
s�

s�

s��

Z

t

B

Figure �
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Let � be the geodesic line in M� passing through A� and A�� and
let V be the union of all the geodesic lines in M�K� that pass through
points of � and are orthogonal to M�� Then V is isometric to M��K�
and contains the quadrilateral A�A�P�P�� We now show that A�A�P�P�
is a reference quadrilateral for h�s�w�� t�� h�s�w�� t�� The geodesics A�P�
and A�P� are perpendicular to M� and thus to A�A�� Since the angle
at Z in the triangle ZA�A� has measure �� the hyperbolic cosine law
implies that

�K�A�� A��

� ��	k� cosh���cosh�ks��� cosh�ks
�
��� sinh�ks��� sinh�ks

�
�� cos�����

Thus� �K�A�A�� � ��s��w�� s
�
�w��� Also� �K�Ai� Pi� � jt�ij for i � �� 
�

Furthermore� P� and P� are on the same side of M� as the point B and
are� therefore� on the same side of A�A� in V � and t�� and t�� have the
same sign as t� We conclude that A�A�P�P� is a reference quadrilateral
for �s��w�� t

�
��� �s

�
�w�� t

�
�� and� hence� for h�s�w�� t�� h�s�w�� t�� Thus� by

de�nition� ��h�s�w�� t�� h�s�w�� t�� � �K�P�� P���
We now compute �K�P�� P��� LetM� be the union of all the geodesic

lines in M�K� that pass through the point B and are orthogonal to
�� Then M� is isometric to M��K� and contains the triangle BP�P��
We assert that the angle at B in the triangle BP�P� has measure �� To
see this� consider the point B� on � half way between Z and B� and let
M � denote the 
�dimensional submanifold that is isometric to M��K��
passes through B� and is orthogonal to �� Re�ection ofM�K� through
M � is an isometry that carries M� onto M�� carries � onto itself and
�xes each of the geodesic rays Hi M �� Hence� this re�ection carries
each Hi onto itself� Thus� it carries �i � Hi M� onto Hi M�� Since�
Hi M�� is the geodesic ray emanating from B through Pi� it follows
that the angle at B in triangle BP�P� is congruent to the angle between
�� and ��� proving our assertion� Applying the hyperbolic cosine law
in the triangle BP�P� now yields

�K�P�� P��

� ��	k� cosh��
�
cosh�ks�� cosh�ks��� sinh�ks�� sinh�ks�� cos���

�
�

Thus� �K�P�� P�� � ��s�w�� s�w��� and we conclude that

��h�s�w�� t�� h�s�w�� t�� � ��s�w�� s�w���

So x 	� h�x� t� � X � X �R is an isometric embedding�
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Since X is a geodesic space and x 	� h�x� t� � X � X � R is an
isometric embedding� h�X�ftg� is a geodesic space� Since the geodesic
joining two points of X � R is unique� it follows that h�X � ftg� is a
strongly geodesic subspace of X �R�

Let v be the vertex of X � O�W �� Let w � W � Then v � �w�
For t � R� since fw��w� t� � At

� � Bt
� � gw��w� t�� h�v� t� � f��w �

gw��w� t� � ��w� t� � �v� t�� Therefore� Lemma ����d implies that t 	�
h�v� t� � R � �X � R� �� is an isometric embedding onto a strongly
geodesic subspace� q�e�d�

At this point� we report that the referee suggested a clever alterna�
tive approach to the results of this section in which Lemmas ��
 and
��� are derived from Lemma ��� under the additional hypothesis that
W is a compact polyhedron� We have not chosen the referee�s approach
in order to leave open the possibility of removing the �PL� hypothesis�
from our Main Theorem� As we remarked earlier� if the appropriate
topological manifold version of Lemma ��� is ever proved� then the re�
mainder of our argument would prove the Main Theorem without the
�PL� hypothesis� This feature of our argument would be lost if we
were to follow the course suggested by the referee� However� because
the referee�s argument is quite e"cient and does lead to a proof of the
Main Theorem as it presently stands� we outline it brie�y�

Using Lemma ���� the referee proves analogues of Lemmas ��
 and
��� which we shall call Lemmas ��
� and ����� We leave it to the reader
to verify that Lemmas ��
� and ���� can replace Lemmas ��
 and ��� in
the proof of the Main Theorem given in Section ��

Lemma ���	� If  is a �nite simplicial complex and K � �� then
there is a complete CAT�K� structure on Oj j in which O�j!j� is a
strongly geodesic subspace for each subcomplex ! of  �

Proof� This construction is based on the observation that for each
simplex a � �  � there is a homeomorphism h� identifying the pair
�O����O����� with the pair �O�����������O�����f�g�� This identi��
cation reveals that we can use Lemma ��� to extend a complete CAT�K�
metric on O��� to a complete CAT�K� metric on O���� Now we proceed
by induction on the number of simplices in  � Let � be a top dimen�
sional simpiex of  � We can assume that there is a complete CAT�K�
structure on O�j � f��gj� in which O�j!j� is a strongly geodesic sub�
space for each subcomplex ! of  � f�g� In particular� O���� is a
strongly geodesic subspace� We extend the complete CAT�K� struc�
ture on O���� to a complete CAT�K� structure on O���� Since O�j j�
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is the union of the two complete CAT�K� metric spaces O�j � f�gj�
and O���� along the strongly geodesic subspace O����� O�j j� has a
complete CAT�K� structure ���� Corollary �� p��
	�� The same union
principle implies that O�j!j� is a strongly geodesic subspace for each
subcomplex ! of  � We make an additional observation which will help
in the proof of Lemma ����� for each � �  � assuming that we have
�xed the homeomorphism h� � O���� O����� ����� then the metric
on O��� is completely determined by the metric on O���� via Lemma
����f� q�e�d�

Lemma ���	� If  is a �nite simplicial complex and K � �� then
there is a complete CAT�K�structure on O�j j��R such that for each
subcomplex ! of  � O�j j��R is a strongly geodesic subspace� and for
each t � R�O�j!j�� ftg is a strongly geodesic subspace isometric to
O�j!j�� �For each subcomplex ! of  � O�!� is assumed to carry the
metric constructed in Lemma ��	
�

Proof� This construction is based on the observation that for each
simplex � �  � a homeomorphism H� identifying the pair
�O����R�O�����R� with the pair

��O�����R�� ������ �O�����R�� f�g�
is determined by the condition that for each t � R�H� maps O����ftg
onto �O�����ftg�� ����� in exactly the way that h� maps O��� onto
O����� ������ In other words� if x � O���� y � O���� and s � �����
such that h��x� � �y� s�� then H��x� t� � ��y� t�� s�� The identi�cation
H� allows us to use Lemma ��� to extend a complete CAT�K� metric
on O�����R to a complete CAT�K� metric on O��� �R� Moreover�
for t � R� if O����� ftg is a strongly geodesic subspace of O�����R
isometric to O����� then according to Lemma ����e and f� O����� ftg
is a strongly geodesic subspace of O����R isometric to O����

Again we induct on the number of simplices in  � We let � be a
top dimensional simplex of  � We can assume that there is a complete
CAT�K� structure on O�j � f�gj��R such that for each subcomplex
! of  � f�g�O�j!j��R is a strongly geodesic subspace� and for each
t � R�O�j!j�� ftg is a strongly geodesic subspace isometric to O�j!j��
Thus� O���� � R is a strongly geodesic subspace� and we can extend
the complete CAT�K� structure on O�����R to a complete CAT�K�
structure on O��� � R� Now� as in the proof of the previous lemma�
the union of the complete CAT�K� structures on O�j � f�gj� � R
and O��� � R is a complete CAT�K� structure on O�j j� � R� and
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O�j!j� � R is a strongly geodesic subspace for each subcomplex ! of
 � Next consider a subcomplex ! of  containing � and �x t � R�
Then O�j! � f�gj�� ftg and O���� � ftg are strongly geodesic sub�
spaces isometric toO�j!�f�gj� and O����� respectively� It follows that
O��� � ftg is a strongly geodesic subspace isometric to O���� Finally�
since O�j!j� � ftg is the union of O�j! � f�gj�� ftg and O��� � ftg
along the O�����ftg� it follows that O�j!j��ftg is a strongly geodesic
subspace isometric to O�j!j�� q�e�d�

We end this section by considering the K � � case of these lemmas
and the Main Theorem� If K � K �� then M��K� satis�es CAT�K��
���� Corollary ���� p�
�	�� It follows that ifK � K �� then any space which
satis�es CAT�K� also satis�es CAT�K ��� Hence� our Main Theorem
implies the K � � version of itself� However� one can also prove the
K � � version of the Main Theorem by deriving it from K � � versions
of the lemmas in this section� As it happens� the K � � versions of these
lemmas are� in general� easier to prove than their K � � counterparts�
This is particularly the case for Lemmas ��� and ���� Thus� the proof
of the K � � version of the Main Theorem is simpler than the K � �
case� Because some readers might be primarily interested in the proof
of the K � � case� we now brie�y describe the K � � versions of the
lemmas of this section� We leave to the reader the task of assembling
them into a derivation of the K � � version of the Main Theorem� This
derivation is essentially the same as the K � � derivation described in
Section ��

Lemma ��� need not be changed�

To formulate the K � � version of Lemma ��
� we must �rst de�
�ne the � cosine law metric on an open cone� Let �W� d� be a met�
ric space and� as before� de�ne the metric � on W by the formula
��w�w�� � minfd�w�w��� �g� De�ne the � cosine law metric on O�W �
to be the function �� � O�W ��O�W �� ����� de�ned by the formula

���r�w�� r�w�� �
	
r�� � r�� � 
r�r� cos���w�� w���


���
� �This formula is

clearly motivated by the cosine law in Mn��� � Rn� In fact� Rn is iso�
metric to �O�Sn���� ����� The K � � version of Lemma ��
 simply says
that �� is a metric on O�W � which is complete if d is complete� and that
�O�W �� ��� is a geodesic space satisfying CAT��� if and only if �W� d�
is a ��domain� The reference is the same as for the K � � version of
Lemma ��
� ��� p���	�

Replace �K � �� by �K � �� to obtain the statement of the K � �
version of Corollary ���� The proof is the same as before�
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In theK � � case� Lemmas ��� and ��� collapse into one proposition�
The reason is that as K approaches � from below� the two essentially
di�erent ways of putting rectangular coordinates on M��K� converge�
As a result� the K � � analogue of Lemma ��� puts a CAT��� metric
on X �R in which the levels X � ftg are strongly geodesic subspaces
isometric to X � Speci�cally� the K � � version of Lemma ��� says that
if �X� �� is a metric space satisfying CAT���� then a metric � on X �R
is de�ned by the formula ���x� s�� �y� t�� �

	
���x� y���� �s� t��


���
and

has the following properties�

a� If � is a complete metric on X � then � is a complete metric on
X �R�

b� �X �R� �� is a geodesic space satisfying CAT����
c� For each t � R� x 	� �x� t� � X � X�R is an isometric embedding

onto a strongly geodesic subspace�

d� For each x � X� t 	� �x� t� � R� X�R is an isometric embedding
onto a strongly geodesic subspace�

e� If Y is a strongly geodesic subspace of X � the Y �R is a strongly
geodesic subspace of X �R�

Property b� can be proved by adapting �and simplifying� appropriate
parts of the proof of Lemma ��� to the K � � situation� The proofs of
properties a� and c� through e� are immediate�


� Arc spines

Let Cn be a compact contractible PL n�manifold �n � ��� In
��	 it is shown that there is a map f � �Cn � ��� �	 such that the
mapping cylinder of f�Cyl�f�� is homeomorphic to Cn� For later con�
venience� we give Cyl�f� the following non�standard parametrization�
Cyl�f� � ���Cn � ����	 � ��� �	�	 � where for each x � �Cn�� identi�
�es �x� �� with f�x� � ��� �	� The speci�c form of the mapping cylinder
structure imposed on Cn will be a key ingredient in the proof of the
Main Theorem� In order to see this structure� we brie�y review the
main points of ��	�

First one obtains a PL embedded copy �n�� � ��� �	 in �Cn� where
�n�� is a PL homology �n� 
��sphere such that the inclusion �n�� �
��� �	 � �Cn induces a ���epimorphism� Lemma � of ��	 describes the
construction of a topologically embedded �n��� ��� �	 in �Cn� However�
when n � �� the construction in ��	 is clearly piecewise linear� and in
the case n � �� ��	 appeals to ���	 from which it is clear that if �Cn
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is PL �as it is here�� then the construction of �n�� � ��� �	 can also be
done in the PL category�

By pulling in the ends of �n�� � ��� �	 slightly� we may assume that
both �n�� � f�g and �n�� � f�g are bicollared� Then �Cn

� ��n�� � ��� ��� is the union of two disjoint PL manifolds Q� and Q�

which are homology �n � ���cells with PL homeomorphic boundaries
�n�� � f�g and �n�� � f�g� respectively� The map f � �Cn � ��� �	
sends Q� to �� Q� to �� and �n�� � ftg to t for each t � ��� ��� �See
Figure ���

acn

Q�
Q�

� t �

f

�n�� � ��� �	

Figure �

Now if C�Q��� C�Q�� and C��n��� denote the cones �Q������	�	�Q��
f�g�� �Q� � ����	�	�Q�� f�g� and ��n�� � ����		��n�� � f�g�� then
we may view Cyl�f� as the adjunction space

C�Q�� ��� C��n���� ��� �	 ��� C�Q���

where for i � � or �� �i is a PL homeomorphism from C��Qi� �a subset
of C�Qi�� onto C��n���� fig which sends cone lines to cone lines� �See
Figure ���

C�Q�� C�Q��C��n���� ��� �	

����
Figure 	

Since we may view an open cone as a subset of the corresponding
cone� we may restrict �i to a homeomorphism e�i� from O��Qi� onto
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O��n���� fig for i � � or �� Then int�Cn� may be realized as

O�Q�� �e�� O��n���� ��� �	��
e�� O�Q���

�� Proof of the Main Theorem

We now prove our main theorem in the following slightly stronger
form�

Theorem ���� Let Cn be a compact contractible n�manifold� n �
�� and let K � �� Then int�Cn� supports a metric � under which
�int�Cn�� �� is a complete geodesic space satisfying CAT�K�� Conse�
quently� int�Cn� supports a hyperbolic metric�

Proof� We decompose �Cn into �n������ �	� Q� and Q� as described
in the preceding section� Since �Q� and �Q� are PL homeomorphic�
we may choose triangulations of Q� and Q� under which �Q� and �Q�

are isomorphic subcomplexes� Let � � �Q� � �Q� be a simplicial iso�
morphism� Then the adjuction space Q� �� Q� is a simplicial complex
�homeomorphic to �Cn� in which Q�� Q� and �Q� � �Q� are subcom�
plexes� Lemma ��� provides Q� �� Q� with a metric d under which
Q� �� Q�� and each of its subcomplexes is a ��domain� Then Lemma
��
 provides O�Q� �� Q�� with a complete metric under which it is a
geodesic space satisfying CAT�K�� Moreover� according to Corollary
���� the subcones O�Q���O�Q�� and O��Q�� � O��Q�� are strongly
geodesic subspaces of O�Q� �� Q�� satisfying CAT�K��

We use the PL homeomorphism between �n�� and �Q� to put a
metric on �n�� that makes it a ��domain isometric to �Q� and �Q��
Then Lemma ��
 provides a complete metric for O��n��� which makes
it a geodesic space satisfying CAT�K� that is isometric to O��Q��
and O��Q��� We apply Lemma ��� to obtain a complete metric on
O��n��� � R which makes it a geodesic space satisfying CAT�K� in
which O��n����ftg is a strongly geodesic subspace isometric toO��n���
for each t � R� It follows that O��n���� ��� �	 is a geodesic space satis�
fying CAT�K� in which O��n����f�g and O��n����f�g are strongly
geodesic subspaces isometric to O��n����

The preceding section decomposes int�Cn� into the pieces
O�Q���O��n��� � ��� �	 and O�Q�� where O��Q�� � O�Q�� is iden�
ti�ed with O��n��� � f�g � O��n��� � ��� �	 and O��Q�� � O�Q��
is identi�ed with O��n��� � f�g � O��n��� � ��� �	� Each piece is a
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geodesic space satisfying CAT�K�� Moreover� O��Q���O��n���� f�g�
O��n��� � f�g and O��Q�� are isometric and are strongly geodesic
subspaces of O�Q���O��n���� ��� �	 and O�Q��� respectively� It follows
from Corollary � on p��
 of ��	 that the metrics on these pieces can be
assembled into a metric on int�Cn� which makes it a complete geodesic
space satisfying CAT�K�� q�e�d�

Observation� The hyperbolic metric we have constructed on int�Cn�
has the following curious feature� there is a geodesic arc in int�Cn�
which is wild� �An arc � in the interior of an n�manifold is tame if
� has a neighborhood U such that the pair �U� �� is homeomorphic to
�Rn� ��� �	� f��� �� � � � � ��g�� � is wild if it is not tame�� The wild arc
originates from the identi�cation in ��	 of Cn with the mapping cylinder
Cyl�f� of a map f � �Cn � ��� �	� In this construction� the interval ��� �	
which is the target of f and which embeds naturally in Cyl�f� is wild�
�This is explained in the proof of Theorem 
 of ��	� There it is noted
that even in the case that Cn is an n�ball� it is possible to choose f so
that its target is wild in Cyl�f��� Thus� there is a naturally occurring
wild arc in int�Cn�� It remains to argue that this wild arc is a geodesic
under the metric imposed on int�Cn��

Under the identi�cation of Cyl�f� with

C�Q����� C��n���� ��� �	��� C�Q��

explained in Section �� it is apparent that the interval ��� �	 which is the
target of f gets identi�ed with fvg � ��� �	 where v is the vertex of the
cone O��n���� Thus� fvg � ��� �	 is a wild arc in

int�C�Q�� ��� C��n���� ��� �	��� C�Q���

� O�Q���e�� O��n���� ��� �	�
e�� O�Q���

Now note that v is also the vertex of the open cone O��n���� Therefore�
according to Lemma ����d� t 	� �v� t� � R� O��n����R is an isometric
embedding� Hence� fvg � ��� �	 is a geodesic arc in O��n���� ��� �	�

Finally� we remark that since our construction applies to the n�ball�
there is a hyperbolic metric on Rn containing a wild geodesic arc�

�� Dimensions � �

For n � � and 
�Rn is the only contractible open n�manifold� Work
of D� Rolfsen ���	 implies that any simply connected ��manifold sup�
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porting a geodesic metric of non�positive curvature is homeomorphic to
R� The following question is apparently open�

Question ���� Is every simply connected ��manifold which sup�
ports a geodesic metric of non�positive �or strictly negative� curvature
homeomorphic to R��

More speci�cally� we ask�

Question ���� Do any �or all� interiors of compact contractible
��manifolds not homeomorphic to B� support metrics of non�positive
�or strictly negative� curvature�

For some partial results in dimension �� see ��	�
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